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Red meat consumption and
 breast cancer risk
Maryam Farvid, a visiting scientist
 and Takemi fellow, discusses
 recent findings that young women
 who ate higher amounts of red
 meat increased their risk of breast
 cancer.

 
A guide to becoming an
 effective global citizen
New York Times columnist
 Nicholas Kristof recently spoke at
 HSPH about his new book with
 wife Sheryl WuDunn, A Path
 Appears: Transforming Lives,
 Creating Opportunity — a guide
 for ordinary people on how to help
 cure the world's ills.

 
A survivor’s empathy
Angela Diaz, MPH ’02, knows
 what it’s like to overcome nearly
 impossible odds—and to pay
 forward the hard lessons she
 learned along the way. Her
 immigrant journey inspired a
 career transforming teens’ health.

Around the School

Update on name change

October 16, 2014

Event Highlights

TODAY: Data for Good:
 Public Health’s Information
 Revolution
Kent Walker, senior vice
 president and general counsel,
 Google, Inc.  
 October 16
 4:00–5:00 PM
 Kresge G1
RSVP requested but not required

 Centennial Women Leaders
 in Public Health lecture
Reflections on Strategy for
 Combating Obesity on a Global
 Scale
 Shiriki Kumanyika, University of
 Pennsylvania 
 October 20
 4:00–5:00 PM
 Kresge G2

 EcoOp events
Estimating the health impacts of
 reducing emissions from coal-
fired power plants
Jonathan Buonocore
 October 21
 12:30–1:30 PM
 Kresge 502

 Bike Safety Summit
 October 22
 12:30–1:30pm
 Countway Library, Minot Room

Flu shots
October 23, 30
 9:00–11:00 AM
 Kresge Cafeteria
 Harvard/HUGHP ID required
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In honor of the historic gift from The
 Morningside Foundation,
 established by the family of the
 late Mr. T.H. Chan, the School will
 be renamed the Harvard T.H.
 Chan School of Public Health.

Making end-of-life care more
 humane
Being Mortal by Atul Gawande
 focuses on the need to change
 society and modern medicine's
 approach to aging and end-of-life
 care. 

Will you be affected by Harvard's health benefit changes?
Watch a video presentation and get a schedule of upcoming live
 informational sessions on the upcoming changes to Harvard's health
 benefits.

Campus safety and transportation services
MessageMe allows the University to quickly distribute critical
 information during an emergency through text messaging, voice mail
 and/or email. Enroll

MASCO shuttle buses are free to all Harvard affiliates with a valid
 ID. Buses leave the Cambridge and Longwood campuses every ten
 to fifteen minutes during peak periods and at least once during the
 rest of the day, from approximately 7:00 AM to 11:30 PM. Get
 schedules and more information

Walking escort service is available 24 hours-a-day. On request, a
 security officer will escort faculty, staff, or students to any of the
 Longwood area parking lots, buildings, or T stops. To use this
 service, call 617-432-1379. Please wait for your escort. It may take
 him or her up to fifteen minutes to arrive.

Taxi escort service is available between 9:00 PM to 3:00 AM, seven
 days a week, with Harvard ID. HSPH affiliates should go to the FXB
 security desk, 651 Huntington Avenue, where guards will distribute
 cab vouchers and coordinate pick-up. The taxi service is free within
 a one mile radius of the campus, with riders responsibile for any
 additional mileage. Service is first come first serve. Each taxi will
 take up to four people to one destination. Multiple riders going to
 different destinations will need to request separate taxis.

Featured videos

Legalizing Marijuana: The Public
 Health Pros and Cons

Boosting Ebola screening in
 airports

Research news

Investing in health systems may
 stem Ebola outbreak

Healthy diet and cancer risk:
 What do we know?
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